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Presentation outline
Why do we need to investigate the hydrological regime of temporary rivers?
Temporary rivers are different?
How can we get information on the river regimes?
Which are the procedures for characterizing the regime in TREHS?
How the hydrologic alteration is assessed in TREHS?
Which are then the outputs offered by TREHS?
May I adapt the method and decisions to my particular conditions?
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Why to investigate the regime of temporary rivers?

Aquatic life depends on the temporal patterns of presence and connectivity of mesohabitats
(controlled by the hydrological conditions)
The results of a biological sampling depend on the current and recent active mesohabitats
The reference biological communities must be coherent with the possible optimal ones,
given the river regime
Regimes must be classified, allowing comparisons and definition of reference conditions
The evaluation of hydrologic alteration needs reliable characterisation of the natural and
actual patterns of presence and connectivity of mesohabitats.
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Temporary rivers are different?

In temporary rivers, the hydrological controls on aquatic life are not quantitative (flow) but
qualitative (presence, absence and connectivity of habitats)
Hydrographs do not inform on what happens after the cessation of flow
Most temporary rivers are ungauged
Spatial variability of mesohabitat patterns also make gauging stations insufficient.

Six ‘Aquatic states’ :
transient sets of mesohabitats that depend on hydrologic conditions
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How can we get information on the river regimes?

Aerial
Photographs
We
use
qualitative
information
on
the
temporal
patterns
of
occurrence of 6 aquatic
states or 3 phases, at the
reach scale.
This makes possible using
‘soft’ information such as
interviews
or
aerial
photographs.

Interviews

Flow
Records

observations
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Which are the procedures for characterizing the regime in TREHS?
ASFG (Aquatic States Frequency Graph)
Shows the relative frequency of the states / phases throughout the year.
When flow records or simulations are the data source, it shows the wetter aquatic states
with a monthly time scale.
When interviews or observations are the data source, it shows the aquatic phases with a
seasonal time scale

Flow record source data

Interviews source data
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Gallart et al. 2012

Which are the procedures for characterizing the regime in TREHS?

The ASFG allows the appraisal of the river
regime at a glance.
It is particularly useful to perform
comparisons

Gallart et al. 2012
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Which are the procedures for characterizing the regime in TREHS?

TRP (Temporary Regime Plot)
Shows the relationship between two metrics:
- Flow permanence (Mf, relative number of
months with flow)
- Seasonal predictability of the dry period (Sd6)
It allows the comparison of temporariness and
predictability among several stations and sources of
information.

Gallart et al. 2012
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Which are the procedures for characterizing the regime in TREHS?

FPD (Flow – Pools – Dry) graph
Shows
the
relationship
between
three
complementary metrics:
- Flow permanence (Mf, relative number of
months with flow)
- Pools permanence (Mp, relative number of
months with pools)
- Dry permanence (Md = 1- (Mf + Mp))
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Which are the procedures for characterizing the regime in TREHS?
FPD (Flow – Pools – Dry) classification
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Applicable from accessible information
Taking into account the statistics of the
3 aquatic phases (flow-pools-dry)
Represented in a single graph
Conflict-free from the most usual
terminologies
Defined from hydrological features of
assumed biological implications
Easily updatable
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How the hydrologic alteration is assessed in TREHS?

TREHS uses the five metrics defined from the temporal patterns of occurrence of flow and
isolated pools to assess the degree of hydrologic alteration wen the actual regime is compared
with the reference (natural) one, in terms of its assumed menace to the aquatic ecosystems
- Decrease of flow permanence Mf, two levels of severity (gentle and harsh).
- Decrease of surface water permanence (Mf+Mp), two levels of severity.
- Increase of flow permanence Mf, two levels of severity.
- Change of seasonal predictability Sd6.
- Change of seasonal patterns SWs (summer–winter) or ESs. (equinox-solstice)
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How the hydrologic alteration is assessed in TREHS?

TREHS informs on the degree of hydrologic alteration, as well as on the criteria used,
in order to help the manager for designing reclamation measures.
It shows also the degree of confidence (ratio between the metric differences and
their dispersion) and on its robustness (number of different kinds of information
available).
The decisions are made using a look-up table of threshold metrics differences that
can be updated by an expert user.
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Which are then the outputs offered by TREHS?

-

Characterisation of the river reach with metadata following the WFD

-

Collection of information from diverse data sources: flow records from
gauging stations, model-simulated flow series, results from interviews, direct
field observations and aerial or ground-level photographs.

-

Calculation of six temporary regime metrics and their variability, using all the
diverse sources of information.

-

Drawing three types of graphs for showing and comparing the metrics results
obtained

-

Classification of the river regime, from the relative occurrence of the main
three aquatic phases: flow, disconnected pools and dry channel

-

Advice on the best sampling calendar to be used for collecting biological
samples

-

Assessment of the hydrologic alteration and Hydrological Status
Grouping river stations for further analyses
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Which are then the outputs offered by TREHS?
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HM
Indicators
adapted to
ephemeral
rivers

May I adapt the method and decisions to my particular conditions?

TREHS was designed for the implementation of the European Framework Water
Directive, there are therefore two minor limitations to its use in areas out of the
Europe:
-

Some meta-data on the studied reach are directly obtained from the WISE data
base (water body and the corresponding codes).
The water year and the months corresponding to the seasons are designed for
the Northern Hemisphere

Temporary river regime types and the degrees of hydrologic alteration should be
designed in terms of their implications on aquatic ecology. As there are not
consensus on them, the corresponding threshold metrics and metric differences
used in TREHS for both features may be easily updated by an expert user if the
adequate information is available
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DISCUSSION
- TREHS manages rather uncertain information due to the subjectivity
of interviewees, to the limited sampling of observations or
photographs, and the natural variability of temporary regimes, but it
fills a real gap and this information may be updated with new personal
or instrumental data.
- The reference regime is a weakpoint due to the limitations of model
simulations to detect the pools phase and to provide good results in
these environments. Any other data can be entered in TREHS for
determining the reference regime.
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CONCLUSION
- The hydrological part of TREHS has proved an advantageous tool for gathering,
managing and analysing hydrological data from temporary rivers, irrespectively of
the availability of flow records.
- In addition, the assessment of the regime of the temporary rivers, as well as the
‘aquatic states’ background, became an essential framework for sound sampling,
evaluation and comparison of the biological communities.
- TREHS was devised for operational use within the regulations of the WFD, but the
diverse methods gathered may provide the kernel of a useful conceptual and
operational framework for helping the study and monitoring of temporary rivers
wherever they occur.

Spain

Thank you for your attention
www.lifetrivers.eu
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